
 

Automatic Packing Machine DXD series 

 
 

Tinyard Enterprise Co.,Limited is one of the top level China automatic form fill seal machine 
manufacturers and suppliers, welcome to wholesale automatic form fill seal machine from our 
factory. 
 
DXD series Auto. Form, Fill and Seal Machines 
 
Introduction: 
 
The DXD series Automatic Packing Machine is designed and manufactured according to advanced 
science and technology in the world. Reliable quality, high efficiency and beautiful shape are its 
main characters. As regards its automatic control system, we have adopted advanced photo 
electricity track planet differential compensating mode and automatic constant-temperature control 
mechanism, which makes our machine has very fast packing speed. Moreover, our machine can 
carry out stepless speed adjustment, and automatically finish whole packing processes of bag 
making, computation, filling, sealing, cutting, counting and heat-pressing batch number on the bag . 
It can be used for various compound packing materials which can be sealed after heating 
 
Full automatic 
 
Launching the machine, it will automatically finish the processes of film bags forming, articles filling, 
bags sealing and cutting off. The bags after packaging will auto drop from the bag-out mouth. 
 



Easy Operation 
 
This machine's control system is designed to facilitate operators. What you should do before 
launching machines is just loading the packing articles in funnel and installing the film roller on 
bracket, pre-set the packing speed and sealing temperature. 
 
Wide Adjustable Packing Sizes 
 
The packing sizes of bags can be adjusted in wide range to maximum fit difference requirements of 
customers. We can also specially made according to customers' requests. 
 
Adjustable Sealing Temperature 
 
Technology Parameters: 
 

Model 
Product 
Capacity 

(bags/min) 

Filling 
Range 

General 
Power 
kw/v 

Size of Bag (mm) Weight 
(kg) 

Dimension (mm) 

Length Width 

DXDK-40 50- 110 5-40ml 1.3/220 50-110 30-80 350 820x650x1850 

DXDC-125 50 1.5-4g 1.05/220 55 65 380 800x650x1780 

DXDF-50 50-70 5-40ml 
1.3/220 55-110 30-80 

370 820x650x1900 

DXDG-20 50-80 5-20ml 3500 800x700x1900 

 
 


